“During the past two decades, the field of human genetics has undergone significant change. The sequencing of the human genome has fueled understanding of the relationship between genetic variation and human health. Demand is such that clinical nurses and physicians working in a variety of clinical disciplines are now required to integrate genetics into routine care.” (White et al., 2020, p. 1149)

The Field of Genetics and Genomics

THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT, an international effort to map the entire human genome physically and functionally, was completed in 2003. The completion of the Human Genome Project spurred on significant growth and development in the field of genetics and genomics. Initially, the field of genetic testing focused on determining risk based on family history and offering genetic testing for single gene disorders inherited in a predictable pattern, where testing was
available. Now genetic technology enables testing, genome sequencing, and screening for more than just single gene disorders; it also offers opportunities to understand the underpinnings of complex conditions, to determine whether a patient will respond favourably or unfavourably to certain pharmaceuticals (pharmacogenomics), to target cancer therapy, and to identify predispositions to future conditions. Preimplantation genetic diagnosis and prenatal testing, for example, allow prospective parents to predict and select risk of certain genetic conditions in embryos prior to implantation, or in developing fetuses during pregnancy.

Genetic testing and screening have evolved from being offered only in specialized tertiary or university hospitals to being readily available and used in primary care, cardiology, cancer care, and midwifery, among other places. Innovations in genetic and genomic technology have led to a significant decrease in cost and corresponding increase in accessibility to genetic testing and services. Over the last twenty years—the emergence of direct-to-consumer testing—has changed the landscape of genetic testing (Allyse et al., 2018). At-home test kits can now be accessed to obtain information about an individual’s geographic ancestry, as well as their predisposition for certain conditions in the future.

Development of genetic and genomic technology has led to a concomitant recognition of the need for legislation and guidance about acceptable use of such technology. For example, there have been calls for international moratoriums on gene cloning and use of human germline editing (i.e., technology that changes heritable DNA in sperm, eggs, or embryos) to make genetically modified humans (Lander et al, 2019). Some countries with more widespread access to genetic and genomic technologies have put legislation in place to prevent forms of genetic discrimination in employment and life insurance, providing protection for individuals seeking genetic or pre-disposition testing for personal health and life planning (Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, 2008; Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, 2017). In addition, professional bodies have offered guidance around key areas of ethical complexity including genetic testing in the pediatric context and the return of incidental findings, which we discuss later in this
chapter (Boycott et al., 2015; Committee on Bioethics, 2001; Miller et al., 2021).

Genetic and genomic research has also resulted in problematic practices, particularly for groups marginalized in Canadian and United States (US) health systems (e.g., Indigenous and racialized people). For example, there are multiple incidences of Indigenous groups being subject to genetic research to which they did not consent (Begay et al., 2019). Mistrust of genetic research is also apparent in research recruitment disparities among Black Americans. Research that fails to account for the immense genetic diversity within marginalized communities may lead to further health disparities (Scherr et al., 2019).

Clinical applications of genetic and genomic technologies hold potential to relieve suffering and promote well-being. However, they also raise ethical concerns in relation to marginalized populations. Of significant concern is the potential for eugenic applications which target certain genes based on subjective views of the burden of living with conditions related to particular genetic expressions. Thus, further advancements in genetic research carry implications not only for the human genome, but also for the value of human diversity within our societies.

In this chapter, we begin with an overview of genetic and genomic tools now used in a broad range of health care settings. These include genetic testing for single gene disorders, genetic screening, whole exome and whole genome sequencing, direct-to-consumer testing, prenatal screening, and preimplantation genetic diagnosis. We discuss complexity in analysis and interpretation of genetic findings. Lastly, we highlight ethical issues relevant to nurses and advanced practice nurse leaders related to informed consent, variants of uncertain significance, incidental findings, continuation and termination of pregnancy, and access to genetic technologies.

In the section Counselling Individuals and Families, we focus on decision making surrounding genetic and genomic technologies for individuals and families. We highlight the relevance of genetics and genomics throughout the human life cycle through an exploration of prenatal genetics, newborn screening and sequencing, inherited conditions with pediatric and adult onset, and multifactorial disorders which emerge in adulthood. We identify
how approaches to genetic counselling for people facing difficult decisions can effectively be grounded in feminist, relational ethics. Finally, we discuss ethical challenges in counselling related to working with families, newborn screening, genomic sequencing, prenatal and preimplantation genetic technologies, direct-to-consumer genetic testing, and genetic enhancement.

In the section *Genetics, Identity, and Society*, we consider the intersections of genetics and identity; for example, how human identity relates to genetics and how access to genetic information can shift identity. We consider the role of dominant cultural values in shaping biases concerning “favourable” and “unfavourable” traits and how such assignations can lead to practices, policies, and research that are arguably eugenic in nature. Here, we explore challenging ethical questions on how we should proceed as our technological capabilities continue to expand.

Finally, in the *Practical Challenges and Opportunities for Nurses* section, we include an overview of the role of advanced practice nurses in supporting individuals and families making decisions related to genetic testing. Areas of focus include education surrounding genetic and genomic technologies, communication with patients and families, decisional support grounded in relational ethics, culturally safer practices, and policy. Throughout the chapter, we provide several case examples to highlight common ethical challenges related to genetics and identity in diverse Canadian health care practice settings.

**Genetic and Genomic Testing and Screening**

Genetic testing initially focused on identifying a specific, known, disease-causing mutation in a single gene, such as one of the known mutations in the *BRCA1*/2 genes associated with hereditary breast and ovarian cancer. As technology has evolved and costs of testing and analysis have decreased, further options have become available (Guzauskas et al., 2020; National Human Genome Research Institute, 2021). For example, an individual with a personal history of inherited cardiomyopathy can now access gene panel testing, which looks for mutations in multiple genes associated with this condition. Additionally, over the last decade, more patients have
been offered whole genome sequencing or whole exome sequencing (that is, the part of the genome usually correlated with genetic conditions).¹ A child with an undiagnosed developmental difference (e.g., significant cognitive delays and physical differences) can, for instance, have either their whole genome or exome sequenced to determine if there is a genetic basis for their phenotype (Elliott et al., 2019; Ontario Health [Quality], 2020).

There are also a number of technologies that may be used during the prenatal period. One is genetic screening, which determines, for example, whether a pregnant person may have an increased chance of carrying a fetus with a chromosomal difference such as Down syndrome or Trisomy 18. Screening tests are followed by diagnostic tests, such as amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling. These diagnostic tests can pinpoint single gene conditions such as cystic fibrosis, alpha and beta thalassemia, and autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease. Preimplantation genetic diagnosis is a tool that enables genetic profiling of an embryo during in vitro fertilization (IVF) prior to implantation of the embryo. Genome editing—involving targeted genetic modification of a cell’s genome through cutting, inserting, or otherwise altering DNA in specific somatic (non-heritable) cells in an individual with a specific genetic condition—offers potential treatment promise for those with genetic conditions. More controversially, the ability to perform germline editing (on sperm, eggs, or embryos) is now more technologically feasible. This process—which affects all cells in an organism—ensures that genetic conditions are no longer passed down through generations. However, this technology is not available clinically due to an international moratorium based on ethical and safety concerns. These concerns relate to the moral status of the embryos and the potential for permanent modification on the germline to affect future generations, as well as off-target implications whereby germline editing results in unplanned, harmful changes (Greely, 2019; Hildt, 2016; Ormond et al., 2017).
Ethical Challenges in Practice

Informed Consent

One of the foremost ethical considerations in genetic and genomic testing relates to ensuring adequate, informed consent. Traditional, individualistic models of consent may not be sufficient in genetic counselling. This is a uniquely complex area of health care: because genes are familial in nature, testing may have implications and ripple effects not just for an individual patient, but also for their close and more distant relatives, as well as their wider community. In the Ethics in Practice example that follows, we describe some of the concerns that are evident in relation to genetic testing.
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Informed Consent

Abigail is a nurse practitioner (NP) in a remote community with a large Indigenous population. Abigail was born in the community and has served as the primary health care provider there for over a decade. Bill, one of Abigail’s Indigenous patients, recently came to her with a letter he received from a cousin whom he has not seen in years. The letter states that his cousin, who now lives in a large city, has been found to have long QT syndrome. This condition is prevalent in certain Indigenous communities and causes an abnormal QT heart rhythm and may result in seizures, fainting, or even sudden death. The letter states that Bill is at risk and should get tested. Bill is distressed and very anxious upon receiving this information. He states that he is concerned about what might be done with his DNA if he goes ahead with testing. However, he is also concerned about his duty to share this information with his own siblings and children, whom Abigail also sees as part of her practice.

In the pediatric setting—or in any setting where testing may benefit someone who does not possess the capacity to consent—issues related to autonomy and choice can become even more complex. In general, there is recognition that a child or youth should only be offered genetic testing that will benefit them in their childhood. For adult-onset disorders, professional guidelines maintain that, in general, a minor’s self-determination should be respected by delaying testing until the minor can make a fully
autonomous choice as an adult (Committee on Bioethics, 2001). However, this has been challenged as being overly paternalistic in the context of minor youth who have the capacity to make such decisions, particularly when the genetic information may have immediate impacts in terms of life planning and relieving anxiety about the unknown. Additionally, while this approach generally stands up to ethical scrutiny, it is complicated when incidental findings revealed through pediatric genome sequencing may reveal not only the child’s risk for an adult-onset cancer, but also their parent’s risk. Revealing adult-onset conditions during childhood may take away a child’s right to decide, but the child also has a vested interest in their parent’s well-being which would necessitate disclosure of the incidental finding. Knowledge needed for parents to take preventative measures (such as, screening or prophylactic surgery) may be identified through such testing; however, disclosing this information is at odds with delaying revealing a child’s risk for an adult-onset disorder until the child has the ability to make an informed choice about whether they want to receive the information (see Chapter 12 for more information about children and informed consent).

**Variants of Uncertain Significance and Incidental Findings**

Another ethical issue that arises in genetic counselling concerns *variants of uncertain significance*. These occur when a mutation in the gene of interest being tested is revealed, but it is unclear whether this mutation is benign or disease-causing. Sensitive disclosure of such findings is essential to avoid unnecessary anxiety and also ensure follow-up is possible if this variant is reclassified in the future as either benign or disease causing. Discussions regarding whether the health care provider or the patient is responsible for initiating future follow-up to determine whether a variant is reclassified as benign or disease-causing are complex, and involve ethical tensions related to duties of health care professionals, the length of the therapeutic relationship, and potential for disclosure to result in harm or benefit.

Incidental findings are those known to have clinical significance that are uncovered unintentionally in the course of testing. Such findings are not related to the initial reason for the test and have
been the subject of many ethical debates, including the “right to know” versus the “right not to know” (Christenhusz et al., 2013; Ells & Thombs, 2014). Some have argued that there is an ethical duty to disclose findings that are clinically actionable, as many people may wish to be informed; for example, in situations where individuals may decide to access further screening, or pursue prophylactic surgeries to reduce the risk of developing a health condition (Green et al., 2013; McGuire et al., 2013). Others have argued that mandatory disclosure fails to recognize that a significant portion of individuals at risk for genetic conditions prefer not to know their risk, as knowledge of this risk may cause unwanted distress and anxiety (Burke et al., 2013). Determining whether an individual would want to know about their incidental findings as part of the informed consent process may decrease the potential for unforeseen moral dilemmas on the part of clinicians (Cox & Starzomski, 2004). However, unforeseen incidental findings are sometimes unavoidable. As noted above, particularly challenging ethical issues may arise in the context of pediatric testing, wherein the incidental finding may only have relevance for the patient decades down the line, but may be immediately salient for the parents (and thus impactful, too, for the child).

**Prenatal Screening and Testing**

Genetic screening and diagnostic tests available during the prenatal period may lead to challenging ethical decisions related to continuation or termination of pregnancy. Preimplantation genetic diagnosis exacerbates already heated ethical debates around in vitro fertilization regarding the burden on the individual undergoing fertility treatments, the inequities in access to this technology, and the creation of multiple embryos, many of which will ultimately be used for other purposes (e.g., donated for research) (Dondorp & de Wert, 2019). Human germline editing, while not currently available, has raised similar ethical questions, in addition to bigger concerns related to the acceptability of permanently altering the human genome (such that changes are inherited through generations). Additionally, the safety of such technology and potential for off-target effects (whereby there are unintended changes in other areas of the genome with unknown consequences) has also raised con-
cern (Ormond et al., 2017). Each of these prenatal technologies raises ethical questions related to justice; they underline, for example, issues of ableist stigmatization of genetic difference, discrimination, and eugenic messaging. Issues of equity also arise related to access and costs of these technologies.

**Direct-to-Consumer Testing**

Another ethical complexity that has become increasingly apparent over the last decade involves access to genetic technologies provided by direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies. Home testing kits are available for a nominal fee, usually in the range of one to two hundred dollars. Individuals interested in learning more about their genetic histories can send blood or saliva samples to these companies for analysis. While some of the results may be low stakes or curiosity-driven, such as ancestry or risk of male pattern baldness, implications of other test results may be more profound in terms of their clinical significance (e.g., risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease). A multitude of questions related to the ethical rationale for offering these tests has arisen, including how to ensure proper informed consent, accuracy of results, protection of personal data, and equitable access to testing. There are also implications for health care systems that are burdened with helping patients make sense of the test results (Caulfield & McGuire, 2012; Hawkins & Ho, 2012; Middleton et al., 2017).

In this section, we have highlighted the evolution of genetic and genomic technology over the last several decades, along with the simultaneous emergence of ethical considerations in relation to the use and application of these technologies. While questions related to discrimination, ableism, privacy, consent, and the familial implications of genetic and genomic testing in an individualistic health care model are not new, the increased availability of such technology has meant that the public, and accordingly health care systems more broadly, increasingly have to grapple with these complex ethical issues. As such, it behooves new and practicing health care providers to have awareness of these issues.
Counselling Individuals and Families

To illustrate the ethical complexity of genetic and genomic technologies, it is helpful to consider how genetic conditions manifest throughout the lifecycle and how relevant technologies are applied in clinical practice. Preconception or prenatal genetic offerings provide an opportunity to assess risk for certain conditions that manifest during pregnancy due to family history, gamete age, or generalized chance for a condition in a given population. It is more common for genetic testing to be offered following initial screening tests (e.g., non-invasive chromosome screening) or ultrasounds that suggest certain genetic conditions. In these circumstances, further and more invasive testing (e.g., amniocentesis) may be offered to either confirm or rule out a condition. This ensures that the locally available range of reproductive choices, including termination of pregnancy, can be offered during the prenatal period. In the pediatric genetic context, counselling surrounding testing is complicated by the potential for genetic information about a parent being revealed that may have immediate relevance for the health of the parent, and, therefore, the well-being of the child and the entire family.

Genetic testing and genomic sequencing in the adult context also generate discussion and debate. With the increased availability and awareness of genetic tests, practitioners outside specialized genetic centres have become more familiar with obtaining family histories and offering (and interpreting) genetic tests. For example, practitioners in the fields of neurology, cardiology, and oncology have developed specialized clinics to identify and care for individuals at risk for certain conditions (Lynce & Isaacs, 2016; Musunuru et al., 2020; Rexach et al., 2019). This care often includes regular screening tests, prophylactic risk-reducing surgeries and implantation devices, and behavioural modification. While the ability to act on genetic findings to modify risks of clinical manifestation of certain aspects of disease has improved, complexities related to predictive and confirmatory testing remain significant.
Genetic Counselling and Relational Ethics

Interpretation of Findings

Genetic and genomic testing mechanisms—and the ensuing results—are complex and require skilled analysis and interpretation. Sound genetic counselling practices are necessary to ensure patients are adequately supported and can provide fully informed consent before undergoing testing. Genetic counselling entails an explanation of complex inheritance patterns, including autosomal dominantly inherited conditions (in which first-degree relatives of an individual with a genetic condition have a 50% chance of inheriting that condition), autosomal recessive conditions (in which there is a 25% chance of having a child with the same condition), X-linked conditions (which usually manifest more severely in males), and multifactorial conditions such as, cardiovascular disease or cancer, which are caused by many genetic and environmental factors (Canadian Association of Genetic Counsellors, n.d.; National Human Genome Research Institute, n.d.; Resta et al., 2006).

Counselling must be tailored according to the specific type of genetic test and expected result. For example, single gene, fully penetrant disorders are conditions that have a clear inheritance pattern and will definitely lead to predictable clinical manifestations (e.g., hemochromatosis). The term variable expressivity is used when the same genetic profile can have different manifestations, even within a single family (e.g., Marfan syndrome). Reduced penetrance is present when some individuals with a genetic mutation will not manifest a condition while others will (e.g., familial cancers). Highly complex multifactorial inheritance involves several genetic and environmental factors that can lead to a condition (e.g., heart disease and diabetes). Finally, interpretation of test results involves explanation of variants of uncertain significance and incidental findings.

Relational Ethics

Genetic counselling is strongly rooted in feminist relational ethics approaches (i.e., ethics of care) (Jamal et al., 2020; Ryan et al., 2015). In contrast to predominantly individualistic health care models,
trained genetic counsellors embrace the interconnectedness and interdependence of individuals. The context in which patients live, as well as their relationships with others, help shape the ways in which counselling and health services are provided. Using relational ethics supports practitioners to respectfully attend to the complex interplay of familial, social, and cultural relationships, as well as power dynamics, learning styles, and cultural ways of knowing (Hauskeller, 2020; Noddings, 2012). In addition to its grounding in relational ethics, genetic counselling is non-directive in nature, meaning practitioners aim to create environments in which empathic listening supports patients to feel understood, to have their personal values clarified and validated, and to reflect and make choices that are in keeping with their beliefs and circumstances.

**Ethical Challenges in Practice**

**Familial Risk**

One complicating factor in providing genetic counselling relates to the familial nature of genetic conditions. For example, when counselling an individual about their familial risk for polycystic kidney disease, a practitioner needs to consider the familial and cultural context of decision making. This includes addressing concerns related to genetic discrimination, as well as contending with ethical tensions surrounding the right not to know one’s genetic information. When patients choose not to know, practitioners may experience moral distress as they attempt to balance their duty to protect patient privacy and confidentiality with their perceived and sometimes real duty to warn at-risk relatives of their genetic predisposition. However, as many common conditions—such as heart disease, diabetes, and cancers—are multifactorial in terms of genetic and environmental risk factors, it must be taken into account that risks may be over- or under-estimated. In the Ethics in Practice example that follows we describe challenges that occur in genetic counselling when respecting the divergent wishes of multiple family members.
Relational ethics approaches can be particularly helpful in navigating complex family situations and balancing the needs of various parties whose genetic information is inextricably connected. Practitioners must be skilled at navigating familial and psychosocial implications of genetic knowledge and technologies, such as the potential for family conflict and genetic discrimination. For example, applying individualistic models of consent may be challenging when there are familial and community ramifications to genetic and genomic testing. Practitioners can encourage patients to consider the broad range of repercussions of testing on family members, including implications for genetic status as well as mechanisms to balance harms and benefits. This is done by assisting patients in sharing information with their family members via family counselling sessions or informational letters. The sessions or letters provide relevant information about the condition, inheritance, and potential for testing, which family members can then use to inform their personal decision making.

Use of newborn screening and sequencing technologies has also stimulated ethical debate related to consent, utility, and potential for discrimination. Newborn screening is available and offered...
under public health schemes in many countries. Use of these screening programs helps practitioners identify rare metabolic, endocrine, blood, and other disorders in the first few days of life, so that effective treatment may be provided. While such testing in and of itself is widely heralded for improving and lengthening lives, questions have arisen related to appropriate consent on the part of parents, both for the testing itself and for the use of leftover samples for population health planning and research purposes. Utility is also questioned in terms of whether the testing yields significant, actionable health-related information. This is particularly important in relation to the potential for discrimination based on health conditions or predispositions identified through testing. In the Ethics in Practice example that follows we highlight the importance of cultural safety and humility in providing care related to genetics in the prenatal setting.

**ETHICS IN PRACTICE 17-3**

**Navigating Cultural Safety in Prenatal Testing**

Chioma is a nurse practitioner working in a clinic that provides primary care to new immigrant patients. One of Chioma’s patients, Fatima, recently went for a prenatal ultrasound. During the ultrasound she was informed that there were findings suggesting Down syndrome. Fatima was offered an amniocentesis test to confirm the diagnosis and have the option for termination of the pregnancy. She returns to Chioma for a follow-up clinic visit very upset. Fatima did not understand that the ultrasound could reveal this information. She now feels pressure to do the amniocentesis test even though she would never consider termination, as it is against her religious and cultural views. Fatima asks for Chioma’s guidance on how to proceed.

The use of genomic sequencing in the neonatal period is increasingly available, yet still expensive and not widespread. While such testing may identify the underlying genetic cause of a newborn’s congenital differences and suggest appropriate treatments, it can also flag variants of uncertain significance, incidental findings, and predispositions to adult-onset conditions (Johnston et al., 2018). This presents a challenge for practitioners in determining how
much genomic sequence information should be shared with parents, especially when such information may impact their child (e.g., a variant of uncertain significance that might lead to childhood onset diabetes) or even themselves (e.g., a genetic variant that leads to risk of sudden cardiac death).

**Prenatal and Preimplantation Genetic Technologies**

Prenatal and preimplantation genetic technologies have led to some of the most heated ethical debates regarding appropriate use of genetic technology. Such technologies have expanded reproductive choice and freedom, but also led to an increase in selective termination and a significant decrease in the number of children born with conditions such as Down syndrome and spina bifida. Meanwhile, disability communities have voiced eugenics concerns regarding “genetic genocide,” arguing that offering prenatal genetic screening and testing sends harmful messages to prospective parents about certain traits being inherently problematic, when they need not limit prospects of living a worthwhile life (Parens & Asch, 2003). These critiques extend to societal implications, as wide-scale use and acceptance of prenatal tests sends discriminatory messaging about disability rather than using resources to create more inclusive communities that address the needs of genetically diverse people.

These ethical tensions challenge practitioners to recognize and put aside their own beliefs and preconceived notions about what constitutes a life worth living. Practitioners are bound by their duty to ensure that patients are empowered to make choices that best reflect each individual’s values and context. Practitioners should also be prepared to address ethical concerns related to equity and justice for disability communities that are raised by these technologies.

**Accessibility of Services**

Direct-to-consumer tests, while considered by some as democratizing genetic testing by expanding access, have also impacted health care providers in settings ranging from primary care to specialized centres. As the availability and popularity of these tests rise, the health care system may face increasing pressure to manage the fallout of such testing, as people turn to the publicly funded health care
system for assistance in interpreting and responding to their results. This may lead to further diagnostic testing—such as, medical imaging or monitoring—which is particularly problematic when the predictive value of direct-to-consumer tests is poor, and people may receive unnecessary follow-up testing in an already overburdened public health care system.

Finally, while genetic technologies that can bestow a perceived enhancement or advantage (e.g., height, intelligence) are not currently clinically available, advancements in gene editing have made such services theoretically possible. Use of so-called “enhancement” technologies raises similar ethical concerns as prenatal testing: there is a potential for creating an increasingly disparate society. If only specific segments of the population were able to access such technologies, the creation of genetically privileged and marginalized classes could widen existing community and global inequities. As a society, as health professionals, and as individual practitioners, we must consider the ethics of genetic “enhancement,” and how we will respond to future requests to apply this technology in practice.

In this section, we have addressed ways in which genetic conditions affect people across the lifespan. We have also considered the expanded role of genetics in various health care settings. Relational ethics and non-directive counselling have been identified as central to the field of genetic counselling. Ethical challenges are not uncommon for those who help patients and families navigate complex issues related to privacy, confidentiality, consent, culture, diversity, and use of resources.

**Identity, Genetics, and Society**

The concept of identity concerns who we are, our unique characteristics, how we think about ourselves in relation to one another, and what connects us with others. If we conceptualize identity as socially constructed, we understand it as a phenomenon that emerges through interactions between the individual and others within society. In other words, identity is grounded in how we see ourselves in relation to others. Each of us likely has many facets to our identity; these may include race, Indigeneity, culture, gender,
sexuality, ability, and health. Many identity traits are willingly assumed by an individual; however, identity labels may also be assigned by others without consent of the individual. Some aspects of identity may shift over time in response to acquired information, individual and collective experiences, personal development, and shifting societal norms.

An individual can hold multiple, intersecting cultural and social identities. A person may be Indigenous (e.g., Anishinaabe, Métis), be religious (e.g., Jewish, Catholic), identify with a settler-state (e.g., Canada, United States), be part of a Queer community, be part of a Crip community, or even be a dedicated fan of a particular hockey team. Some identities are accompanied by strong genetic links, while others are not; for example, some families share strong genetic connections, while other families’ connections are primarily social (e.g., adoptive families). One well-recognized form of genetic identity is having a genetic lineage that connects a person to family members and to culture. Another form of genetic identity is connection to others who share a common genetic expression (e.g., Down syndrome). These identities may also intersect; for example, sickle cell disease is an inherited blood disorder most common among people of African, Middle Eastern, and Indian descent. The commonality between all of these identities is that they are relational: we are either aligned with, or differentiated from, others in society based on individual traits, many of which have genetic links.

Some aspects of identity, once developed, may remain fairly constant across the lifespan. However, there are also events that can shift a person’s identity surrounding family, culture, and health. Of relevance for us in this chapter are experiences related to genetic and genomic information which can affect a person’s identity. For example, genetic testing can reveal unexpected parentage or predisposition to disease. Discovering a genetic predisposition to a medical condition can have positive and negative aspects. It could lead to identification as an unwell person or, alternatively, to welcome connections with others with the same genetic condition (Zeiler, 2009). Responses can be complex. For example, a person receiving a negative test result for Huntington's disease may feel both relief with regard to their own health and guilt if other family members have tested positive.
Since identity and its development occur in the context of society, it is important to consider the power of societal norms in shaping identity. A human society can be understood as a large social group of people who live in community and share a set of cultural norms. Identity traits that are considered normative (i.e., perceived as “normal”) vary across cultures and subcultures. However, within a given society, dominant views exist of certain traits as normative and non-normative; by extension, certain traits are therefore considered desirable or undesirable; for example, consider normative expectations surrounding race, gender, sexuality, and ability across various societies. Prevailing dominant cultural values can generate biases concerning favourable and unfavourable traits. An individual’s personal traits, whether self-identified or assigned by others, can determine their social location within a given community. For example, a Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing (DHH) person may be considered disabled by others in some spaces, but not within Deaf communities.

Certain groups may be subject to subtle or overt forms of discrimination or eugenics based on dominant cultural norms (e.g., conscious or unconscious bias against race, religion, sexuality, gender, or ability). Such groups may be deprived of liberties or resources necessary to thrive and reproduce. They may also be subjected to policies and services intended to prevent the existence of future members of the group (e.g., Down syndrome, DHH). Societal norms have the power to shape individual decisions, policy, and resource availability.

**Ethical Implications**

While some may consider genetic data to be purely objective, it is important to understand the value-laden nature of such information and the technologies used to acquire it (Newell, 2000). In this section, we consider ethical implications of how genetic information is obtained and applied in relation to individual identity, cultural identities, and prenatal decision making. We also examine how bias, expressed through genetic and genomic technologies, iteratively shapes how certain lives are valued in relation to others in ways that may alter the scope of human diversity.
Individual Identities

As noted in the section on Genetic and Genomic Testing, the ways in which people acquire genetic information is ethically relevant. Some may exercise autonomy in actively choosing to learn this information through, for example, seeking genetic testing for hereditary diseases like breast and ovarian cancer. Others may inadvertently discover identity-shifting genetic information through a direct-to-consumer test or a family member’s disclosure. In the case of disclosure by a family member, the individual may not have the opportunity to determine whether they want to know this information, but may benefit from opportunities to seek medical intervention (e.g., screening, prophylactic surgery). Regardless, knowledge of a single gene disorder or predisposition to a condition can change how a person views themselves and how they are treated by family members, health care providers, and society at large.

Furthermore, assumptions made by health care providers on the basis of someone’s perceived identity can determine whether they have access to health care services informed by genetic research. For example, multiracial people may not be offered screening for cystic fibrosis based on an assumption that they are not White and, therefore, have low risk of having a child with this condition. In another example, Black Canadians with sickle cell disease presenting in emergency departments with pain crises (i.e., vaso-occlusive crises) have reported encountering medical racism; they are racially profiled as drug-seeking, and denied timely access to necessary care (Favaro et al., 2021; Sickle Cell Awareness Group of Ontario, 2020). Ultimately, genetic information can significantly influence a person’s identity, their relationships with others, and their treatment in society (e.g., facing unjust discrimination or stigma, gaining access to social support).

Cultural Identities

On both individual and cultural levels, genetic information may be either highly valued or considered to have minimal utility. For example, within many Ashkenazi Jewish communities, genetic testing is considered integral to the health of their communities and future generations. Tay-Sachs disease is a life-limiting condition
that historically has disproportionately affected people of Ashkenazi Jewish descent; however, the disease has been largely eradicated within this population. Initiatives that have contributed to this include confidential marriage matching programs and pre-marriage genetic testing (e.g., Dor Yeshorim) within Orthodox Jewish communities. A connection between Jewish identity and genetic testing is demonstrated through the religious and cultural obligation to protect one’s health (Lipinsky, 2021). This is enacted through genetic testing to prevent multiple heritable conditions, thereby strengthening the genetic future of the community (Lipinsky, 2021).

Another example of genetic information being used to support specific populations has emerged in the form of human rights reparations. The right to identity has been established as a fundamental human right within the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations, 1989). This right has been argued to include the right to one’s genetic identity. During the genocidal military dictatorship in Argentina from 1976–1983, thousands of adults targeted as political dissidents, or sympathizers, were killed or disappeared and approximately 500 babies born in captivity were given to people connected to security forces to be raised in what was considered a morally superior culture (Penchaszadeh, 2015). In 1983, a program was established to use genetic information both to identify human remains and to reunite abducted children with their grandparents.

In Canada, the period of mass child apprehension known as the “Sixties Scoop” resulted in thousands of Indigenous children being taken from their families and placed in adoptive families across Canada and the US, spanning the 1960s into the 1980s (First Nations Studies Program, 2009). Today, survivors continue to reunite with family members and communities with the assistance of direct-to-consumer genetic testing, social media networking, and generational knowledge of Indigenous communities (Martens, 2018). For many, these reconnections are immensely important to identity and well-being, but they do not erase the pain of being estranged from family, community, culture, and the land (MacDonald, 2019). In both the Argentinian and Canadian
examples, genetic information has been important in upholding the rights of stolen children to their cultural identities.

While genetic information can help re-establish cultural identities, human cultures and cultural identities existed long before genetic testing. Genetic information can be useful in establishing connection for some groups, but it does not necessarily function as a sole basis of cultural identity and may even, in some circumstances, threaten strongly held identities. For example, Native American tribes and First Nations have resisted attempts to reduce identity to genetics, instead identifying concepts such as kinship and citizenship as holding cultural relevance for Indigenous identities (TallBear, 2013).

A specific area of ethical concern involves acts of biocolonialism, a term that can be used to describe harms that genetic and genomic technologies can cause when used to exploit knowledge and resources from Indigenous peoples (TallBear, 2013). In one such incident, a researcher took samples from the Nuu-Chah-Nulth First Nations (British Columbia, Canada), purportedly for arthritis research, but kept samples for many years, moved them internationally, and conducted highly sensitive research on unrelated topics without the consent of the Nuu-Chah-Nulth people (Wiwchar, 2013). A similar story unfolded in the Havasupai Tribe (Arizona, US) when DNA collected for diabetes research was used without individual or community consent for research on schizophrenia and geographic origins, the latter leading to conclusions that did not align with the tribe’s cultural beliefs and claims to traditional lands (Blakemore, 2018; Greenberg, 2020). In 2002, this led the Navajo Nation to issue a moratorium on genetic research. This topic is discussed in further detail in Chapter 2.

Unethical research conduct has perpetuated mistrust of Western medical researchers, contributing to underrepresentation of Indigenous people in genetic and genomic research on various diseases. This has led to efforts to understand Indigenous perspectives on genomic data and support Indigenous people to benefit from this research without exploitation (Morgan et al., 2018). Research ethics guidelines have been created for genomic research with Indigenous communities, specifically addressing the needs for cultural competency, collaboration, capacity building, community
control of data and biological samples, transparency, trust, consent, and accountability (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, & Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council, 2018; Claw et al., 2018; Taniguchi et al., 2012).

Prenatal Decisions

As noted in the previous section, one of the most ethically provocative areas of genetics involves prenatal interventions. Many decisions centre on whether to access screening for genetic differences and how to act on information obtained through any resulting diagnostic testing. In advance of pregnancy, people may think through what available prenatal screening they plan to access and how they will act on findings. For some, continuation of a pregnancy is the only acceptable option, while for others, termination may be preferred under some circumstances (e.g., Trisomy 18, Down syndrome). Other people may only consider these choices when faced with the results of screening. In the realm of pre-implantation genetic diagnosis, the timeline is moved back: these choices are not made about an already implanted embryo, but rather about which embryos will be given the opportunity to develop.

In terms of identity and prenatal decision making, a key question is: what does it mean to a person to be a “good (prospective) parent”? There is no simple answer to this question. Each person must answer for themselves the value-laden question of what prospective parents owe their potential future children and what constitutes a life worth living. Some people may highly value genetic diversity or believe that selecting children with specific genetic traits is inconsistent with their faith (e.g., “playing God”). Others may wish to give their potential future children every possible advantage through genetic and genomic technologies (Savulescu, 2001), believing it would be wrong to bring a child into existence with a preventable genetic condition. Finally, some parents who have a child with a genetic condition may wish to have another child via IVF with preimplantation diagnosis who shares DNA with their sibling, but not their genetic condition (i.e., saviour sibling), in hopes that the subsequent child’s stem cells can be used to treat the older sibling’s condition (Glover, 2006).
People’s values, which are connected to their identities, guide them as they make decisions about prenatal screening, continuation and termination of pregnancy, and preimplantation genetic diagnosis. However, individuals’ values may come into conflict and their identities may be challenged as they make these decisions. People’s partners and other influential figures in their lives (e.g., parents, friends, religious community members) may hold different values, adding complexity to decision-making processes. Ultimately, choices about prenatal interventions can influence both how a person sees themselves and how others view them.

**Genetic Diversity and Health Policy**

Underlying many decisions about genetic and genomic technologies are understandings of how genetic conditions affect people’s lives. These ideas can differ greatly and may be impacted by personal experiences and societal norms. For example, genetic diversity is separated into genetic norms as well as disabling genetic disorders on a societal level. What it means to be disabled is fundamentally based on socially constructed differences: these differences may be framed as undesirable at best, constitutive of a life not worth living at worst. If a difference judged to be disabling has a genetic link, screening may be developed. Once screening is available, a person may decide to terminate a pregnancy or not transfer an embryo based on available genetic information.

A key ethical tension that arises here is the eugenic application of genetic and genomic technologies to eliminate certain differences. While many people living with disabilities report good quality of life, perceptions of quality of life on the part of non-disabled people are often much more negative (Childress, 2003; Goering, 2008). The absence of disabled voices from discourses and policy development on the use of genetic and genomic technologies to eliminate disability is ethically problematic (Boardman et al., 2018). In recent years, the eugenic application of genetic screening has become evident, perhaps most clearly in the precipitous drop in births of infants with Down syndrome, with the termination rate for pregnancies with a positive screening result exceeding 90% in some countries (Will, 2018).
Ideas about what constitutes disability or socially unacceptable traits can shift over time. For example, some sexual orientations have been pathologized in the past, but are now considered a natural part of human diversity. Work is ongoing to depathologize certain genders, efforts that are reflected in human rights protections within Canada, notably through the recent addition of gender identity and gender expression as protected categories within the *Canadian Human Rights Act* (Bill C-16, 2017). However, given this history, it is understandable that people from marginalized groups may be wary of researchers seeking to pinpoint genetic causes of difference (e.g., gender identity), as there is potential for this information to not only shift how people identify themselves and are identified by others, but also for it to be used to attempt to eradicate segments of the population (Rajkovic et al., 2021). Another concern is the risk of creating a genetically privileged class with access to genetic screening, prophylactic measures, and pharmacogenetic treatments, alongside a genetically marginalized class without access to such technologies.

Finally, ableism not only manifests within the social construction of disability, but also in the (re)production of environments that are inhospitable to some, thereby reinforcing the idea of disability by limiting inclusion in society for many with genetic and other differences. From a disability ethics perspective, it can be said that it is society that is disabling (i.e., by creating and perpetuating norms of exclusion and oppression), rather than genetics or physiology (Newell, 2000). The ethical imperative to uphold the dignity and worth of all people requires us to consider how genetic and genomic technologies are applied on a societal level and the harms that may be caused by fostering bias against those identified as disabled. It calls into question why some forms of diversity are considered a disability or undesirable within certain cultures, as well as the implications of eliminating genetic differences based on potentially temporary socially constructed ideas of which lives are most worth living. To uphold the ideals of justice, equity, diversity, inclusion, and cultural safety, we must consider whether more resources should be allocated to creating societies in which people with genetic differences are better supported, to counteract eugenic elimination of such differences. As we seek to find the best pathways
forward as individuals, families, clinicians, scientists, and policymakers, one thing is clear—we must ensure those with genetic differences are centred among the stakeholders involved in these deliberations (Conti, 2017). Ultimately, our use of genetic and genomic technologies, along with our treatment of people with genetic and other differences, reflects and shapes who we are as a society—our collective societal identity. For more discussion on disability please see Chapter 14.

We have explored the connection between genetics and identity on both individual and cultural levels. Genetic information can be used in beneficial ways; for example, to reduce the occurrence of genetic disease in a population and to restore genetic identity following human rights violations. However, genetic and genomic technologies can also be used in problematic ways—as evidenced through biocolonialism, unethical research practices, and eugenic policies—raising questions about the ethical use and limitations of these technologies. We have highlighted many ethical challenges in integrating genetic and genomic technologies within our health care systems in this chapter. Next, we focus on the role advanced practice nurse leaders can play in supporting patients, families, and interprofessional practice related to genetic and genomic technologies. We focus specifically on the areas of education, communication, relational ethics, cultural safety, and policy.

**Practical Challenges and Opportunities for Nurses**

**Education**

Nurses can access continuing professional education to increase their knowledge of genetic and genomic technology applications within health care. This includes understanding the impacts of having—and of being at risk for—genetic conditions, and how it affects patients and families across their lifespan (Sloand et al., 2018). Nurses can better support patients and families when they are familiar with the history and application of technologies that may be offered or accessed, including genetic testing, genome sequencing, prenatal screening, preimplantation genetic diagnosis, and, in the
future, gene editing (Lea et al., 2011). Knowledge of the availability, utility, and predictive value of certain tests, particularly those offered through direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies, may be helpful in supporting patients and families who have questions about testing and health risks. Advanced practice nurse leaders can make important contributions to the field, whether through self-study, continuing professional education, educating the public, or designing nursing courses about genetics and genomics.

**Communication**

The ability to communicate about complex genetic information at individual, family, and collective levels is essential for supporting decision making about genetic and genomic technologies (Medendorp et al., 2021; Snyder et al., 2009). Nurses are well-positioned to provide this support, drawing on education and experience in caring for patients and families, particularly those with complex relationships (Williamson & LeBlanc, 2008). Clear, tailored, and nondirective counselling can support informed consent about pursuing or declining testing or intervention. Building interprofessional relationships with genetics specialists and other health care providers in genomic medicine is key, as nurses increasingly need to have genomic acumen to support patients and families from their position as trusted health professionals (Montgomery, 2017). The ability of nurses to respond to patient questions (e.g., around informing family members, or whether and how to follow up on results of direct-to-consumer tests) and facilitate family and patient information sessions can reduce demand on genetic counsellors and geneticists, making care more accessible overall (Yoes & Thomas, 2020). Expanding the scope of nursing practice in this manner may also have important policy implications in terms of who can provide genetic services.

**Relational Ethics**

Relational ethics provides a strong foundation for engagement among nurses, genetic counsellors, geneticists, patients, and families. Drawing on relational ethics approaches, nurses are well-prepared to work with patients and families facing difficult
decisions, such as whether to pursue predictive testing or the continuation or termination of pregnancy (Evans et al., 2004). Similarly, working with patients and families to clarify their values and perspectives is essential for supporting sound decisions that may have profound impacts on identity. For example, nurses should be prepared to explore people’s ideas of what “a life worth living” means to them and how that shapes their decisions in relation to genetic and genomic technologies (Janvier, 2011; Janvier & Watkins, 2013). In addition, expertise or access to supports in areas such as grief counselling, conflict resolution, nondirective counselling, and anticipatory guidance will allow nurses to support patients and families through these complex and values-based decisions.

**Cultural Safety**

Cultural safety is defined by the BC First Nations Health Authority (n.d.) as “an outcome based on respectful engagement that recognizes and strives to address power imbalances inherent in the health care system. It results in an environment free of racism and discrimination, where people feel safe when receiving health care” (p. 5). Broadly speaking, nurses can support cultural safety through learning about the histories (e.g., since time immemorial, colonization), cultures, ways of knowing, and health care experiences (e.g., medical racism) of the communities with which they work, through promoting mutual trust through open communication, and through providing individualized care that accounts for physical, psychosocial, and spiritual needs (Greenwood, 2019; Morgan et al., 2021). Nurses should be aware that based on their histories, identities, and lived experiences, people have diverse relationships with genetic and genomic technologies. Nurses should, therefore, avoid making assumptions about what decisions people will make based on stereotypes about cultural identities (Ward et al., 2016). In the context of genetic counselling, attention should be paid to historical context, trust, language, and beliefs, as well as individual and cultural values in relation to genetic differences, dis/ability, and relevance of genetic and genomic technologies to decision making (Morgan et al., 2018; Shen et al.,
Further information about cultural safety and research in Indigenous communities can be found in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5.

**Policy**

Nurses, alone or in collaboration with interprofessional colleagues, can play a key role in shaping institutional and governmental policy related to genetic and genomic technologies (Limoges & Carlsson, 2020). Examples of policy issues of relevance based on current literature include establishing roles and genetic and genomic competencies for nurses; resource allocation for patients and families (e.g., equitable access to testing, dealing with demands for unnecessary testing); limiting testing that leads to eugenic outcomes; and data privacy (Bottorff et al., 2005; Jamal, 2015; Taniguchi et al., 2012). In the future, issues such as germline editing and genetic enhancement may need to be addressed through policy review and development. Nurses can play an important role in ensuring relevant groups (e.g., the disability community) are represented in policy development processes, working toward a health care system that allows people to benefit from genetic technologies without reinforcing ableism or promoting eugenic practices.

**Conclusion**

In this chapter, we have reviewed genetic and genomic tools currently in use for testing, screening, and diagnosis, and how application of these technologies raises ethical issues related to informed consent, privacy, medical decision making, and resource allocation. We presented relational ethics and nondirective counselling as approaches applied in genetic counselling to support individuals and families making complex decisions. In discussing genetics in relation to identity and society, we delved into unresolved ethical concerns about how to balance beneficial application of genetic technologies with harms related to biocolonialism and eugenic practices. Finally, we suggest that advanced practice nurse leaders can make contributions within the area of genetics and genomics in five key areas. Through education, communication, relational ethics, cultural safety, and policy work, nurses can engage
in interprofessional practice to support individuals, families, and communities around their use of genetic and genomic technologies. As the field of genomics continues to evolve, so too do fundamental societal questions, thereby stretching us to consider not only personal values, but also our collective societal values. Advanced practice nurse leaders have a key role to play in these conversations, and in contributing to shaping the future of genetic and genomic technologies within our health care systems.

**QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION**

1. *Would you want to be informed by a family member if you were at risk for a genetic condition? Would you want to take a test for a genetic condition for which there is treatment? Would you want to take a genetic test for a genetic condition for which there is no treatment? What values inform your thoughts about notification and testing?*

2. *What skills do you have as a nurse that you could apply in counselling individuals and families about issues related to human genetics?*

3. *How does your identity influence your perspectives on genetic and genomic technologies? What perspectives or biases might you hold that could affect your ability to provide culturally safer care?*
Endnotes

1 The exome makes up only 1.5% of the whole human genome; however, all protein coding genes are found in the exome. As most genetic disorders are correlated with changes in the protein coding genes, exome sequencing is often used when trying to determine if there is a discoverable genetic cause of a condition. Exome sequencing and analysis is cheaper and quicker than whole genome sequencing.
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